Development of Displays

Past CRT → Flat Portable → Present LCD → Fast Response Low Power → Future OLED
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How LCD Panel Can Produce Colors

Thin Film Transistor (TFT) Array

(the form of illuminant)
OLED Components

Substrate (clear plastic, glass, foil)
Anode (transparent) - removes electrons
Conductive layer - made of organic plastic molecules
Emissive layer - made of organic plastic molecules
Cathode - injects electrons

http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/oled1.htm
How do OLEDs Emit Light?

- Applied voltage across the OLED
- Electrons find electron holes
- The OLED emits light.
- The color of the light depends on the type of organic molecule in the emissive layer. Manufacturers place several types of organic films on the same OLED to make color displays.
- The intensity or brightness of the light depends on the amount of electrical current applied: the more current, the brighter the light.

http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/oled1.htm
What is Gamut?

color gamut graph of a typical CRT monitor
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Gamut Mapping

- re-defining the colors of a given device
- an important problem in color management
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“I think you should be more explicit here in step 2.”